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Continent
*This Creates a 2,500x2,500 image if you want bigger say 5,000 start image at 20,000x20,000*
-Create a new image 10,000x10,000 Resolution 300
-Press D, to set foreground black, background White
-Do a Render-> Clouds, and then do 2 Render-> Difference Clouds  (ctrl-F to repeat)
-Name Layer "10x10"
-Go to Edit-> Image Size and change height and width to 50% or to 5,000x5,000
-Create a New Layer
-Do a Render-> Clouds, and then do 2 Render-> Difference Clouds
-Name Layer "5x5"
-Go to Edit-> Image Size and change height and width to 50% or to 2,500x2,500
-Add a Threshold Layer, on your Layers menu, set Threshold Level to 100 (Image 1) 
or you can do a Image-> Adjustments-> Threshold
-Select the 5x5 layer of clouds, hit ctrl+A (or Select -> All) and Edit-> Copy Merged, Paste to a new
layer, set layer to Soft Light (Call 5x5 Merged)
-Flip off the 5x5 layer, Leaving on the Thresh, 10x10 clouds and the 5x5 Merged layer, make sure
all are under the Treshold layer, making the Threshold layer on top of the layers
-Create a New Layer, grab a fractal/grundge brush, set Angle Jitter 50%, Pen Pressure, and set
opacity of the Brush to 20%
-Then make yourself a likeable Land mass using black for Ocean, white for Land, Use "x" to switch
between colors, call this Layer "Brush" (It'll take a few clicks for anything to really change)
-Once you get a land mass you like, copy merge onto new layer Call Fixed Land & Ocean (See
Image #2)

Option A (Best Option)
-Select all the Black, then flip on the contiguous on the magic wand tool, then hold alt+click 
on your main body of water, ocean etc.
-Fill the selection with White
-Then Select a Pencil Brush, and adjust the coast lines, and fix Islands (remove or make 
bigger, No smaller then a 5px round brush...) (See Image #3)

Option B
-Select the Black and expand by one and fill with Black
-Take a Pencil Brush and fill in the splotches and smooth out the coast lines, fill in lakes and 
other oddities

-Separate the Black and White on new layers, White (Call Land), Black(Call Ocean)
-Move Above Threshold layer
-Now turn off all but your 10x10 and Brush layers, set Brush Layer to Hard Light and then make a
selection on the  Land layer (ctrl+click Layer thumbnail) and on a new layer do a Render->Clouds,
and screen it over Call Land Brighter

This is right after the Bright Land Layer is done (Plus All layers so far)



This is once I got the basic Outline of the Land/Ocean (Image 2)

This is once I Cleaned up the Basic Outline (Image 2)

Image 2 Before Clean up (Don't pay any attention to the layers on this image)

     Image 3 After Clean up (Don't pay any attention to the layers on this image)



Bump Map
**When I say "Selection with 'NAME' means to ctrl+click Layer thumbnail)**
-Create a new "Group/Folder" and put all the layers up to and including Threshold into the Folder,
leaving Land & Ocean above it Call the Folder "Base".
-Selection with Land Layer and on a new layer Expand by 25 and feather by 50 and fill with white
opacity 60 Call it Feather 50, turn off (place Above "Land Brighter" Layer)
-Turn off the Threshold and the 5x5 Merged layer, Create a new layer, Fill white, set Opacity to
50%, then a Layer Style of a Pattern overlay set as Linear Light and 20 scale, Pattern name is
"Terrain-B-02" then turn off call this layer Pattern
-Selection with Ocean layer, then on your Brush Layer, do a Contract by 25, feather 25 and copy the
selection onto a new layer call it Deep
Ocean and set to Hard Light (Place above
Land Brighter)
-Then turn on your Pattern layer, so all that
should be on now is your 10x10, Brush,
Deep Ocean and Pattern layer, do a copy
merged, and paste to a new layer, call this
new layer Bump Base (Place on top of the
Base Folder, under Ocean
-On Bump Base do a ctrl+alt+shift+B  or
Image-> Adjustments -> Black and White
to set image to black and white, then do a
Select-> Color Range, and do 200 selection
(make sure white is your foreground color)
then right click and do a save selection
save As "200".
-Create a new layer, (Edit-> Fill) fill with
50% grey, and go to Filter-> Render->
Lighting Effects with Image 4 Settings,
Call layer Bump Map (Texture Channel
should be called 200, Make sure to Save
these Settings for the Lighting Effects)
-Set Bump Map to overlay and 25%
opacity, now do a Selection with Deep Ocean and go back to Bump Map and copy the deep ocean
bumpness to a new layer, call it Deep Bump Map
-Then with that same Selection of Deep Ocean go to Bump Map and delete the Deeper Ocean.
-Set Deep Bump Map to Overlay and opacity 5%
-Create a new layer, Selection with Ocean layer and on the new layer fill with a06161 color, set to
vivid light and 40% opacity (call Red Layer)
-Create a new layer, fill 50% grey, set to 50% opacity and Saturation Call Saturation 1.
-Create a new Folder call it Bump and place Saturation 1, Red Layer, and Deep Bump Map, Bump
Base above the Base Folder (Layers are from top to Bottom Saturation 1 being on top)

Image 4



Colorizing Ocean
-Create a new Gradient Map have it be dark blue 1f3074 (loc 0), middle color 0067ac (loc 43)  to
light blue d1e9ff(loc 100) (Gradient Map is found in Image 1 or Image-> Adjustments-> Gradient
Map) Place above Threshold Layer in Base Folder
-Make sure only these layers are turned on Pattern, Brush, Deep Ocean, 10x10 and your Gradient
Map, all the rest off.
-Selection with Ocean and on the Pattern layer Contract by 25 and Feather by 25 and delete section
*If when you get to the Base Ocean section and your "white is too bright, change the Pattern layer
to a lower opacity, and if no white is showing up raise the opacity*
*Notice the change is subtle but it makes a big difference*

-Do a Copy Merged and Paste onto a new layer, Call this Color 1, and place under Bump Base in
Bump Folder
-Turn off Color 1, Pattern, Brush, and Land Brighter and turn on Feather 50 Layer and do a copy
merged, and paste to a new layer Call Color 2, place Color 2 above Color 1. (You can turn off Base
Folder now)
-Do a Color Balance on Color 1
H 25  40   50
M 0   25   0
S  25 25 - 35
-Do Again with
H -15 -5   -5
M 0   0  0
S  0 0 0
-Do a Color Balance on Color 2
H 15  20   30
M -10   25   65
S  -100 40 - 85
-Color 2 do a Filter-> Artistic-> Watercolor, set layer to Lighten

70% Pattern Opacity (too bright) 50% Pattern Opacity (Still bright but better)



Brush Detail 13, Shadow Intensity 0, Texture 3
-Make sure all the layers in Bump Folder are on except Bump Base (and the only layers on)
-Copy Merge everything to a new Layer and name it Ocean Base and place above the Bump Folder

Base Ocean
-Duplicate the Ocean Base layer name it Ocean Base 2
-Ocean Base 2 do Filter->Brush Strokes->Accented Edges
Edge Width 1, Edge Brightness 0, Smoothness 5
-Set Ocean Base 2 layer to screen and opacity 60%
-Create a new layer call it Saturation 2 and fill with 50% grey and set to 20% Opacity and Multiply
-Place these 3 layers into a new Folder called Base Ocean

Final Ocean
-Turn on the Land Layer
-Copy Merge onto a new layer call it Final Ocean
-Turn on the Land Layer
-Make a selection using the Land layer, and do a feather 1 and hit delete.
-*(Optional) Select the Final Ocean do a Contract by 75 and a feather of 25 and and on a new layer
fill with a darker portion of the ocean using the eye drop tool, I grabbed "2b2e35", set opacity to
50%, This will help blur and blend the deeper oceans* called this Deep Blend
-Create a new layer Call it Saturation 3, set to Saturation and opacity 40%

Shelf
*Make now, but will store until layer*
-Take the Eye drop and select the brightest color closest to the land, should be around "cad1d7"
-Create a new layer call it Base Shelf use the Land selection and fill with white (hard edge ocean, if
you want smooth then do a feather of 1 and fill with white), set an Outer Glow,
Blend Normal, Opacity 100, Color "cad1d7", Technique Percise, Spread 5, Size 5
-Duplicate the Shelf layer, and name it Shelf,  set an Outer Glow
Blend Normal, Opacity 40, Color "cad1d7", Technique Perscise, Spread 5, Size 10


